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Sustainability is here to stay – collectively we simply cannot maintain the level of
power, energy, electricity and carbon consumption without destroying both our
planet’s natural resources and with it our way of life. The cost of our digital and data
driven economy means an inevitable change in the way we work, live, consume and
of course that not only impacts but fundamentally changes the nature of the way
data centers must function.
The data center of tomorrow will be a transformation from what we know and
recognise today, driven not least by consumer pressures borne out of increasing
awareness of their energy consumption. As we’ve seen across this paper, consumer
pressure is shifting the behaviour of enterprises, but this cannot be limited to the
traditional “retail” customer.
We, as technology leaders have a responsibility to demand more from our IT
providers, cloud hosting providers and co-lo providers where sustainability is
concerned. Co-lo providers according to recent research by Schneider Electric, are
all too aware of this demand with “97% say(ing) that some or all of their customers
are looking for contractual commitments to sustainable practices”. We live and
work after all in a circular economy and the choices we make across all hardware
vendors, software creators and service providers directly contributes to the
acceleration or deceleration of our progress in the Race to Zero.
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All hail the Edge? There is little to doubt the increasing adoption of Edge computing
across all landscapes, delivering storage, computing and networking capability to
local network points brings with it, significant benefits in latency, performance and
of course cost (monetary and energy). With hybrid cloud and increasing edge
deployment bringing processing and compute closer to where it is needed
enterprises are being presented with a significant opportunity to deploy sustainably.
However, and there is a however, with the world’s global data projections set to
almost treble to 154ZB by 2024 – from 59 Zettabytes in 2020 the question must be
asked about whether Edge is a sustainable answer? In the short and mid-term of
course Edge presents significant opportunities for better, more sustainable delivery
of key services but as we’re seeing currently from our existing infrastructures there is
a limit to the benefits that delivering services in close proximity can bring before the
industry finds itself once again at a tipping point. For the data center of tomorrow
squeezing more from traditional concepts is not the answer, at least not for the long
term rather the data center of tomorrow will be looking for more innovative solutions
to win The Race to Zero.
Innovation Built In. As technology matures and develops new
innovations are emerging that present unique opportunities for
the data center of tomorrow. Conventional wisdom around
Silicon as the only material available for chip manufacturers is
being challenged by materials such as Graphene. Widely
recognised for its heat and electronic conduction capabilities,
some 7000 Graphene patents have been already been filed
and its potential within the data center is almost unlimited.
Whilst no commercially available, graphene based solutions
are readily available researchers at the Cambridge Graphene
Centre are enabling storage capacity increases of 10x by using
graphene over traditional materials.
Hardware and storage aren’t the only areas approaching new
levels of innovation, traditional DPU’s are being outmoded by
revolutionary data processing approaches – Fungible data
center solutions and disaggregated compute models present
data center leaders with opportunities for 10x performance
also. At Gaia Edge we believe that innovation is crucial to
achieving Zero and whilst one single technology is unlikely to
achieve that in isolation but a proactive, considered
sustainability strategy must actively seek out and engage with
new innovations.
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CHANGING THE GAME
BEYOND ZERO
There is no secret to the fact that data centers as well as being large power
consumers are also creating energy in the form of heat. As around 50% of the
power needed in most data centers is in counteracting or cooling this heat then
reduction in the heat generated have to be a priority. Immersion cooling is just
one of the ways of affecting massive heat reduction but where heat is created it’s
typically created from non Zero sources, and largely wasted. Heat Recovery
systems are already being used to heat local homes, vertical farms and other
applications, one potential solution to the wasted heat but again, still not
addressing the source issues.
Microgrids are a potential solution to the fundamental issue of energy use.
Microgrids leverage green energy production including wind, solar and wave
technology to create the power needed within the data center. Resiliance and
stability are the key challenges within current green microgrids but combined
with more stable emergency and DRS back up power options they do present a
credible, viable pathway not just to Zero but to minus Zero. The potential of
microgrids in allowing data centers to transform from consumers to producers is a
key avenue to explore for all organisations to be exploring, from Edge to
Enterprise, Co-Location and Hyperscale.
Finally in The Race to Zero all organisations should be looking externally at their
supply chain for accountability and sustainability. There is, we’re sure you’d all
agree little to gain from creating a Zero or minus Zero environment internally just
to source damaging technology, software or services externally. Packaging,
Human capital management and sustainability credentials across the supply
chain are no longer an option but a must have in the Race to Zero.
Driving progress in the sustainability stakes is a key challenge for all
organisations as we face the climate crisis head on. No longer must we ask
ourselves for the financial, capex or opex costs but at what costs to our global,
natural resources. The data center of the future must align performance,
availability and connectivity both with corporate objectives and crucially with
the long term sustainability needs of our planet.
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ABOUT GAIA EDGE
Gaia Edge designs and builds sustainable
data centers, supporting organisations by
driving measurable performance whilst
reducing environmental impact.
We specialise in Colocation, White-space,
On-Prem and Edge deployments, enabling
technology companies to be greener by
delivering compelling solutions.

WHAT WE DO

We know that progress and sustainability must go hand in hand.
Gaia Edge designs and builds sustainable data centers, supporting
organisations by driving measurable performance whilst reducing
environmental impact.

HOW WE DO IT
We do this by disrupting the existing processes of data center
design and build, challenging the norm, sourcing innovative and
emerging tech that can deliver performance and efficiencies for
all, enabling corporate and social responsibility.

WHO WE DO IT FOR
Whether you need data center capacity in one or 100 locations,
6kW or 6mW, assistance with transformation or you need help with
strategy, hardware or deployment and logistics, we want to make
the implementation of your IT infrastructure, like edge computing or
data center space, as sustainable as possible.

CONTACTS

LOCATION

Gaia Edge Limited
19-20 Bourne Court
Woodford Green
IG8 8HD, United Kingdom

Email - racetozero@gaia-edge.com
Phone - +442085314473
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